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Subject: Proposalfor enhancing awareness on Sexual Harassment in pU campus All attachrrents
Respected Madam,

I am writing to inform you about the recent decision made during the PUlcc meeting held on 1a.01.24
regarding the implementation of a robust awareness campaign on sexual harassment in the pU campus.
This initiative aligns with PU's Zero Tolerance policy for Sexual Harassment.

Given the periodic inquiries from UGC regarding the steps taken by Higher Education lnstitutions (HEl) in
addressing such issues, it has become imperative to take proactive measures. ln light of this, a well-
designed poster has been prepared by the PUICC. On behalf of the lCC, I am reaching out to seek your
supporl in promoting this campaign.

Your corrmitment to this cause is well-recognized, and we acknowledge you as a true crusader in the fight
against sexual harassment. We kindly request your assistance in directing all departments, Centres, and
offices to use the attached A-3 sized colored poster. These posters should be prominenly displayed in
highly visible & multiple locations in each departmentioffice and across the campus to capture the attention
of a wide audience, including students, faculty, and staff.

The intention behind this initiative is to foster awareness and serve as a deterrent against sexual
harassment. Your support and weight behind it in endorsing and effectively promoting this campaign will, for
sure, contribute significantly to its success.

Thank you for your attention to this matter, and we look forward to your continued support in creating.a
safer and more inclusive environment at pU. 
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Awareness on Sexual Harassment
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A::.' Report in writing....
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What & How to report

. Write exactly what happened with details,
dates, names of witnesses and documents,
if any.

Be specific about the incident/ incidents.

Be honest, as false complaints can invite
pe na lties.

File complaint within three months of the
incident.

Whom to report

Panja b U niversity lnternal Com plaints Committee
(PUrcc)

Office: Guru Teg Bahadur Building, Room No. 405-'
07,Third Floor.

Panjab University, Chandigarh - 160 014.

Tel: (91)-(172)-2s34018

E-mail: puicc@pu.ac.in
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